SPECIAL WARFARE BOAT OPERATOR (SB) RATING –

- Updated contacts and references
- Para 1, removed U.S. Military Diving Medical Screening Questionnaire as a topic
- Para 2, added skills
- Para 3, added OBLISERV requirements
- Para 4, updated course requirements
- Subpara 4b, 5(table), 10d(1), and 14, updated NEC 5352 to O52A
- Subpara 5(table), updated NEC 5350 to O50A, NEC 5391 to 091A, and 5392 to 092A
- Subpara 7c,7d, removed motivation and gender requirement
- Subpara 10d(3)(table), revised enclosures required for requesting rating conversion
- Para 14, added ISIC notification requirement for primary NEC removals to improve force management
- Subpara 14g, added guidance on Other Substance Abuse
- Para 15, paragraph removed
- Exhibit 1, updated rating description and career path
- Article has been revised throughout and should be reviewed in its entirety.
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